
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the President 
Oberon U3A continues to go “from strength to strength” 
with our current membership at 195. 
 
Twenty seven  courses were  offered in Term 3, the old 
favourites - including Bridge, Ukulele, Singalong, exercise 
classes, craft classes, walking and cycling activities and of 
course Armchair Travel which is growing in popularity. 
Having two left feet I didn’t participate in Latin dancing but 
by all accounts it was lots of fun, thanks to Dr. Grace Maano 
and Ivan for their time and effort in teaching and entertaining 
the participants.  And of course some new offerings 
including the resumption of the art classes, all of which were 
very successful. Thanks to the course leaders and the tireless 
work of our committee for ensuring there is always a variety 
of interests on offer for members.  With the warmer weather 
threatening Water Aerobics will again commence when the 
pool opens for the swim season and if there is interest shown 
we also will have Lawn Bowls lessons. 
 
The yearly U3A conference was attended by several 
members who found it an interesting experience, learning 
much and meeting other representatives from U3A groups 
around NSW. 
We successfully updated the constitution mid-way through 
the year to meet the new legislative requirements.  
This term we are farewelling Shirley Arrowsmith who is 
leaving Oberon to be closer to her family and I would like to 
thank her for the tireless work whilst on the committee of 
U3A. I would like to acknowledge the passing of long-time 
member Jill Evans. 
 
I hope the enthusiasm for this amazing concept that is U3A 
gets stronger in the community. Let’s continue to enjoy each 
other’s company and “HAVE FUN”. That’s what life is all 
about after all! 
    Dietmar Sajowitz 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Feedback on Selected Term 3 Activities 
Despite a windy and cold day U3A members enjoyed 
visiting 4 examples of stone wall construction, interrupted 
by morning tea and lunch. Each venue provided innovative 
ideas and creativity as well as a great deal of hard work and 
perseverance! Thank you to Kathy and Brian Beesley, Sean 
and Kathy Mooney, Warrick Armstrong and Lyn Prowse for 
making their efforts available. 
 
The Wednesday morning book club has now had two 
meetings which have both been book chats where we all talk 
about a book we might be reading now or something we 
have enjoyed in the past.  It's very exciting to hear about all 
the amazing books out there and the list of books we must 
read is getting longer and longer! Next month we are 
reviewing “Daring to Drive” which we all possibly have 
read! A rather challenging but interesting read. Come and 
join us and find out the  plot. 
 
The morning of Saturday, September 16 saw the U3A 
bicycle group loading their bikes onto the new trailer to 
travel to Canowindra to explore that district. After some 
guidance from the Canowindra Visitor Information Centre, 
where we were able to deliver some Oberon brochures, 
riders rode out of town, following a scenic route along the 
Belubula River, to a site known for its fish fossils. A couple 
of beauties were found. 
The trip just happened to coincide with a Christine Anu 
concert, staged at Taste Canowindra, a very pleasant venue 
which served a fine dinner. 
On Sunday morning, the riders set out on a 42 km ride to 
Cowra through beautiful rolling hills with crops of wheat, 
chick peas and canola adding to the outlook. The support car 
with trailer picked up the tired but happy riders at Cowra to 
return to Oberon! 
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Have a great term! 

Dr Grace Maano kindly offered her expertise to U3A 
members on a wide range of first aid and medical issues that 
may be encountered in our everyday lives. These included 
performing CPR, snakebite treatment, fracture management 
and many more. Each participant took part in the class but her 
repeated message was to ring 000 for all emergencies as a first 
port of call. We thank Dr Grace for her time and her friendly 
and entertaining sessions. They were most enjoyable. 

A physical workout, mental stimulation, nimble feet and 
plenty of laughter – that has been Latin Dancing this term! 
Our wonderful teacher, Ivan Shandanski, along with his 
partner, Grace Maano, have been extremely generous in 
giving U3A members, and others, the opportunity to learn the 
basics of Latin Dancing on Sunday afternoons. The music is 
fast and the brain has to work faster to keep in time with the 
right steps. The class is probably not up to putting on a show 
but we’ve all had a lot of fun. 

Brenda Lyons opened her colourful Spring garden to U3A 
members and what a delightful excursion it was! The infinite 
variety of daffodils as well as hundreds of other bulbs and 
flowering shrubs were at their best. During morning tea 
Brenda provided a brief history of her gardening experience 
and then demonstrated her extensive knowledge during a 
leisurely stroll through her beautiful garden. Members left full 
of new ideas and recharged enthusiasm. Thank you Brenda. 

 

Coming up next Term 
Our request in the last newsletter for a volunteer to take a 
Photography group met with success with Paul Ferry 
offering to take a beginners class for a series of four 
workshops on Wednesday afternoons in November.  Paul has 
a huge amount of experience in the photography field and 
participants are guaranteed to have a productive and enjoyable 
time! 
 
We also have the opportunity to have high tea at Buddens 
Rockley Bank Tearooms in late October  - this extravagant 
High Tea will be held in their charming historic building  
c1872 in the Banking chamber overlooking the Rockley Weir. 
Participants will also be able to enjoy a self conducted tour of 
their Coachhouse and Marble Summerhouse c1858 with views 
overlooking Rockley.  As well there will be the opportunity to 
visit the Rockley Mill Museum, next door to the Tea Rooms, 
for a trip back in time. 
 
For those who love gardens there will be a bus trip to the 
beautiful Japanese Gardens in Cowra. Time will also be 
available to visit the Prisoner of War Camp site, the 
Australian and Japanese War Cemetery, and the Visitor 
Information Centre with its wonderful display of roses. 
 
Dietmar Sajowitz is going to share his love of bowling with 
those who are eager to learn, and Joan Graham has offered to 
run another golf for beginners class now that the weather is 
warming up. Both these classes will provide an excellent 
opportunity to learn the skills of these sports with experienced 
players and absolutely no cost. We highly recommend the 
Oberon Golf Course as a beautiful venue in itself regardless of 
how well you are playing the game! 
 
Aqua aerobics returns with a longer season than in the past. 
Those who have been regular attenders in the past can vouch 
for this activity – Sharon Inwood runs an excellent class with 
lots of laughs. Improve your fitness levels with this regular 
weekly session in Oberon’s heated pool.  
 
Armchair Travellers will be treated to Dr Grace Maano’s 

humour and engaging style of presentation as she shares her 

experiences during Rotary Missions to various African 

countries, and Graeme and Lyndal Precians will return with 

another slice of India – this time the tropical south. 

Invitation to Morning Tea -  December 9th, 10am at the 
Community Centre. Bring family and friends with you!  
 

Dates for your Diary 

 Term 4: October 16 - December 8 

 December Morning Tea: Saturday, December 9 at 
10.00am 

 2018 Membership fees - due before the end of January.  


